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Abstract
Mining massive datasets can benefit from human input,
but current approaches require making tradeoffs between
overburdening end users or under-informing the system –
algorithms become more accurate given more training data,
but requiring more exemplars takes significant user effort.
In this paper, we suggest an approach that engages nonexpert and semi-expert crowds as a supporting “interface
layer” between end users and data mining systems. Leveraging human intelligence will allow systems to answer new
types of queries (e.g., vague or subjective ones) and generate richer example sets for user-specified patterns.
Using crowdsourcing to parallelize this task makes it possible to provide training data to the system in nearly realtime. This allows the system to learn from crowd-generated
examples of user-provided instances within the span of a
single query. The user can also post follow-up queries to
iteratively refine results. By maintaining an ongoing context
for these interactions, we can make the query-respondrefine process resemble a “conversational” interaction between user and system, helping make data analysis more
approachable to non-experts.
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stein [4] show that hybrid machine learning classifiers that
aggregate crowd features outperform classifiers that use
only crowd-nominated or machine-extracted features.

Introduction
Human-in-the-loop data mining allows end users to help
train scalable algorithms to suit their needs [3]. Unfortunately, current approaches require trading off between
overburdening end users and under-informing the system. In order to generate large sets of training data that
can better inform the system’s underlying algorithms, significant, and often infeasible, amount of effort is required
from users. If training is needed to accurately answer an active query, users must provide exemplars before proceeding
with their analysis. Augmenting data analysis systems with
human intelligence can allow them to (potentially) answer
any human-understandable question about data, including
vague or subjective ones, such as “find me something interesting in this dataset.” Moreover, since people are adept
at one-shot learning [10], they can be asked to generate
and annotate example sets for user-specified queries and
patterns. By using the parallelism of crowds, we can find
patterns far more quickly than any individual can.
We can combine these approaches with existing methods
for scalable data mining tasks, such as anomaly detection [1], summarization [9], clustering [18], and more.

Related Work
Amershi et al. [2] review the role of humans in interactive
machine learning (IML) and outline challenges faced by
the field, one of which involves the role of crowds. Work
on amplifying community content creation by Hoffmann et
al. [6], and the work on Galaxy Zoo by Kamar et al. [7] also
falls in this sphere. On the crowdsourcing side, Lasecki and
Bigham [12] propose a system that allows crowd workers to
keep a collective memory. Furthermore, Cheng and Bern-

Prior work has shown that crowds can complete continuous tasks in real-time [16]. Apparition [15], probably the
single most related system, is a crowd-powered system for
interactively generating functional interface prototypes from
sketch and spoken natural language. By focusing worker
efforts, it has been shown that the level of expertise needed
to contribute to a task can be reduced [11], or taught via
micro-training sessions [13]. This means that we can use
crowd workers who have knowledge of data analysis, but
not the specific domain (semi-experts), or even workers
with no specific prior knowledge (non-experts).

Advantages of the Proposed Approach
Our proposed crowd-powered architecture allows us to use
natural language as the basis for this interaction, which we
hope will yield a novel type of flexible data analytics system
that maximizes performance from both people (expert and
non-expert alike) and automated systems. Users may construct human-understandable queries, even if algorithms
may not understand, because the crowd can clarify with
examples. Users can also construct queries where they describe patterns they wish to find. The query-respond-refine
process allows the crowd’s insights to become an integral
part of the data analysis workflow. As a result, workers are
more than cogs in the machine. Instead, the system integrates and coordinates different contributor roles to enable
more effective data analysis.
Learning New Lexicons
As the crowd annotates regions of interest, the system can
learn from the crowd’s descriptions. The benefit of learning
this lexicon is that the system can now map from the natu-
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Figure 1: The system comprises all the elements inside
the dotted rectangle. The
End User uses natural language queries to interact with
the system. The Crowd helps
the End User with the data
analysis by supporting vague
or subjective queries. The
UI provides the crowd with
analysis tools.
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Using this interaction history, we can also learn more information about the lineage of a query result. For example,
going back in the conversation and constructing the chain
of queries and intermediate results that directly led to the
final result can help attribution [20]. This aids both the human’s and the system’s understanding of how a particular
query is answered.
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ral language descriptors to output attributes, such as filters,
sort functions, actions to take on the data, and best-fit algorithms. These mappings allow the system to automate
the handling of natural language queries over time. This
iterative learning process is similar to a conversational interaction [17, 19].
Interaction Context
Making available the ongoing interaction context to both the
crowd and the data analysis can help the crowd get a better
idea of what was queried before, and how it is related to the
current query. Similarly, the data mining system can use
this context to better select models or model parameters.
This is akin to context or intent in information retrieval work,
and social translucence [5] in digital systems.

Our proposed system architecture is shown in Figure 1.
The system can route the user’s query to the crowd, to a
computational module, or to both. Crowd workers are provided an interface for viewing large datasets and attributes
(e.g., Perseus [8], a large-scale graph mining and visualization tool). Once the crowd generates a response, the
system integrates the findings (e.g., maps the vocabulary
in the annotations to data features and updates its models)
and returns a result that is the composite of the crowd’s responses and the system’s guesses after re-training. At any
point, the computation module can also request more training data from the crowd if needed. Both modules can curate
and refer to the interaction context when completing tasks.

System Considerations and Challenges
Implementing a crowd-powered data mining system will
require considering several key points:
• To facilitate a distributed discovery process, we need
to be able to train non-expert workers on data analysis tools and techniques.
• To understand “one-shot” examples used by end
users to specify patterns, the crowd must know enough
about the domain or analysis tools to interpret the
user’s context and utterance.

• Given the potential variability of crowds, the problem
of efficiently ensuring consistent, reliable explanations and examples in large data sets is critical.
• To avoid overwhelming non-experts, we need to develop an interface that accommodates workers of
differing skill levels.
• Dividing datasets in a manner that preserves meaning for a given query is necessary to enable groups of
crowd workers to operate in parallel.
• If there is one dataset for which we develop a lexicon,
a challenge remains regarding how can we have the
system identify mappings from this particular lexicon
to another one for a different dataset.
• The generalizability of crowds and training across
multiple fields and applications will significantly impact how flexible these systems are.
• For privacy-sensitive datasets (e.g., healthcare data),
ways are needed to properly anonymize parts of the
data without adversely impacting the crowd’s ability to
generate accurate responses [14].

Conclusion
We suggest that we can engage crowds to provide input
and insights as part of an “intermediate layer” between end
users and data mining algorithms. This can help make interactions more fluid, and help more effectively leverage
existing data mining algorithms. We outlined some key advantages afforded by using crowds in this way and highlight
important system design considerations that will likely arise
in such systems. We believe this work can spark interesting
discussions with the workshop’s attendees regarding future
directions and related work.
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